Word Search

Circle the words from the word bank in the jumble of letters below!

dog bear treat costume trick mirror ghost candy friend story
Maze
Help dog find his way to the table of treats!
Character Masks

Dress up as Dog by wearing this fun mask! With a grown-up’s help, cut out the mask below, taking care to cut out holes for the eyes on the dotted lines. Then, using the small holes in the ears, attach a piece of string or rubber band to the mask and tie it around your head.
Character Masks

Dress up as Bear by wearing this fun mask! With a grown-up’s help, cut out the mask below, taking care to cut out holes for the eyes on the dotted lines. Then, using the small holes in the ears, attach a piece of string or rubber band to the mask and tie it around your head.
Costume Party Ideas

Decoration Ideas
Even something as simple as a single hat can act as a costume, transforming a person into a cowboy, a police officer, or even a pirate! Decorate the room with hats, and allow your guests to change up—or add to—their costumes as many times as they like during the party! Be sure to also decorate your party room with plenty of mirrors so that guests can glimpse themselves in costume.

Spot the Difference Game
Gather the guests into a circle. Then, select one player to leave the room. While he or she is gone, other players exchange one part of their costume so that everybody is wearing something different. When the player returns, see if he or she can remember who was originally wearing what!

Polaroid Party Favors
Make sure to get a great snapshot of each child’s fabulous costume by setting up a “photo booth” full of props or creative backdrops! Have a designated adult play the photographer for the night, or let the kids take pictures of each other! Use a polaroid camera or create digital prints right at the party to give each child a photograph of their costume to take home as a keepsake.